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I have to say that their strength is still very strong, especially when they shot
together, it immediately put a huge pressure on Lin Ziming.
Tuoba Liang, who was behind him, saw this scene, and immediately his face
changed drastically, and he couldn’t help but step back a few steps.
He knows how powerful these indigenous powerhouses are. If there is only
one, he may still be able to compete, but if the four are shot together, then he
can be directly given to Hong Chengzha!
He believes that Lin Ziming is definitely going to die, because Lin Ziming is
only a half-step master of the gods, not the gods. How can he win against
four powers of the same realm?
So at this moment, he even had the idea of   retreating and ran away
quickly.
However, for Lin Ziming, he didn’t feel scared, but was even more excited.
Facing four powerhouses of the same level at one time is a huge challenge
for him. At the same time, he can better know where his strength has
reached!
He didn’t wait for them to take the first shot this time, but when they still
didn’t surround him, he already took action. He couldn’t get caught in the
circle of these four people. In this way, he really was It’s a bit dangerous.
His movement is faster than the speed of the four indigenous powerhouses.
And the moves he played were obviously much more subtle than the
opponent.
The four aboriginal powerhouses sneered. If Lin Ziming were to escape,
then they might not be able to catch up with Lin Ziming, but if Lin Ziming
confronted them head-on, there would only be a dead end!
However, they still underestimated Lin Ziming’s strength too much.
Lin Ziming’s current strength is so powerful that even he himself doesn’t
know where the limit is, so if he makes such a move, he is instantly
thunderous.
He is like a roaming dragon, wandering around the four indigenous
powerhouses, and his speed is too fast, always facing up to two opponents,
leaving the other two opponents aside. , This is the exquisiteness of his body.
Although the realm of these four aboriginal powerhouses is also very high,
their mastery of martial arts is still much worse than Lin Ziming’s.
For a while, he faced the siege of four indigenous powerhouses, and there
was no wind down. It was completely a court protest. After seeing Tuoba
Liang who was about to escape, he was a little dumbfounded.
“This, how is this possible, Lin Ziming, can actually be one enemy four?”
Tuoba Liang said in disbelief.
Not only him, but the four indigenous powerhouses, are also surprised now,
and more of them are aggrieved.
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Lin Ziming is really too oily, his body skills are too fast, and his moves are
too subtle, as if he has the ability of an unpredictable prophet, he can always
be one step ahead, predict their intentions, and have been walking around
with the four of them. Around, they can’t make them into a siege.
Lin Ziming originally faced the four aboriginal powerhouses, he was still a
bit pressured, but soon, he slowly mastered the rhythm, and he gradually
discovered that the martial arts of these four aboriginal powerhouses were
still much worse, and he was more dependent on Brute force, obviously, this
is the secret world, the time of martial arts development is not long enough,
the cognition of one’s own human body is not deep enough, and it can’t
maximize the power of one’s body.
But Lin Ziming is different. His knowledge of his human body has reached
an unfathomable level. Every part of his body can be used as a weapon.
Don’t look at him now with bare hands, but his whole body They are all his
weapon arsenal, fists, feet, fingers, elbows, head, and even waist can be used
as weapons.
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